
PROSECCO PALDIN                 !"/#$
Aromas of banana carry over the palate along 
with grapefruit and green apple 

GRAGNANO (RED)                     !%/&$ 
Sweet with smokiness at the end slightly 
effervescence

LAMBRUSCO (RED)                   !"/&& 
Sweet sparkling wine with note of strawberry 
cherry and ripe red fruit

VEUVE CLICQUOT (CHAMPAGNE)   !'$
MOET & CHANDON (CHAMPAGNE) !($ 

PINOT GRIGIO ROSE’                           
BACARO )$)!                           !%/"( 
Notes of sweet melon, dusty rose and hint of 
smoke soft contour and lively acids

PROSECCO ROSE’                          
LA GIOIOSA )$)!                     !"/#$
VEUVE CLICQUOT                    
ROSE’  (CHAMPAGNE)                      !($ 

SAUVIGNON BLANC                 
LAVIS )$)!                               !"/&$
Pale yellow with hints of green, note of elder-
berry, peach and ripe fruit 

PINOT GRIGIO                       
BACARO )$)!                           !)/"( 
Aromas of tropical fruit citrus and hint of 
honey,apple, good acidity and minerality

ETNA BIANCO                          !)/"( 
Fruit notes of grapefruit,white peach,melon 
and tangerine with hints of green herbs

CHARDONNAY                      
VIBERTI )$)!                            !"/&$
Bursting bouquet of fruit particularly banana 
and apple, floral notes of acacia and mineral 

CA’ DEI FRATI )$)$                      #& 
Aroma of spring flower citrus and wild herbs 
tangy and crisp

ETNA BIANCO                    
CAMPORE )$)!                             '$ 
SPowerful flower notes that accentuate the 
fuity nuances of peach and pears

GAVI DI GAVI                             
VILLA SPARINA )$)!                    #&
Bright yellow color bouquet of dried 
pineapple and peach, mineral and refreshing 
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MONTEPULCIANO                     
MASI COLLEGIATA )$)$         !)/"(
Aromas of ripe red cherries abound on the 
nose,while nuances of almond appear on the 
back end of the palate 

PINOT NOIR                            
BORGO DEGLI ANGELI )$)!    !)/"( 
Rich and soft with smooth tannins,notes of 
cherry and strawberry,floral note of roses and 
violet

ETNA ROSSO )$!'                   !)/"( 
NERO D’AVOLA                      
COLOSI )$)!                             !"/&#
Ruby red with a bouquet of cherry and ripe 
prune, smooth with silky tannins at the end

CHIANTI CLASSICO          
CAFAGGIO )$!*                       !%/&$ 
Aromas of violet and baking spice red cherry 
clove and orange zest, smooth and polished 
tannins

SUPER TUSCAN                    
ZINGARI )$!(                           !#/#$
Intense Ruby red soft and full body fresh 
flavor with balsamic and mineral notes

BAROLO                                         
REVERSANTI )$!'                   !(/'&
Floral and spicy bouquet , intense harmony 
of roses licorice and berry

BAROLO                                
NEIRANO )$!'                         !(/'&
Classic tar and roses aroma dried fruit euca-
lyptus and leather 

MASI CAMPOFIORIN )$!(        
(BABY AMARONE)                       !(/'& 
Bright red with cherry and spicy plum 
smokey at the end

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO           
ZENI )$!*                                 !"/&) 
Juicy red with cherry chocolate character a 
soft mouth filling palate
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TEMPRANILLO RIOJA            
SIERRA IMPERIAL )$)$               &$
Tangy pomegranate and red berry and 
flowers bouquet 

NEGRO AMARO              
MOCAVERO )$)$                         &&
Layered full body notes of cassis, chocolate 
and dark berries

CANNONAU                        
CASTIGLIA )$!#                            #$ 
Variety of black fruit plum and hint of spices 
light tannins

MONTEPULCIANO                                  
VALLEVO )$!*                              #$
Aromas of charred coffee cocoa and roasted 
black berries carry to the medium bodied 

NERO D’AVOLA                
CASTIGLIA )$!(                            #$ 
Ripe blackberry hints of vanilla peppery spice 
and smoke

CANNONAU                          
AZENAS )$!(                               #$ 
Intense hints of forest fruit with the right 
amount of tannins on the palate

SYRAH                                             
BRANCIFORTI )$!(                      '$
Deep intense ruby red color nuances of 
cherry and plum with a touch of spice

ETNA ROSSO                      
CAMPORE )$!(                            '$
Pale ruby color intense aroma of red fruit 

VALPOLICELLA                                     
CASA LUPO )$!(                          '$ 
Bouquet of red and black berries currants 
and hints of violet

MALBEC (ARGENTINA)                      
POESIA )$$*                                #& 
Medium ruby red Mature nose of dried fruit 
and leather

MALBEC (ITALY)                                                                                          
PALADIN )$!&                               #&
Clean intense aroma fruity notes accompa-
nied by fine tabaceans and spices 

CONTINUE NEXT PAGE            



BATASSARRO                     
CALABRIA )$!&                            '$
Intense and rich bouquet of ripe fruit flowers, 
balsamic , chocolate and tabacco 

BARBERA D’ASTI            
VALMORENA )$!(                        '$ 
Fragrant and fresh varietal aromas of black 
berry and baking spices

CHIANTI CLASSICO          
CAPOTONDO )$!'                        '$
Varietal aroma of red skinned berries violet 
and mediterranean brush

MERLOT                               
PALADIN DRAGOROSSO )$!(     '$ 
Deep and fruit driven and jammy, filled with 
ripe fruit and spices

AMARONE                                  
VILLA FURA )$!(                          '&
Classic ripe and bold flavor hints of spices 
and vanilla

APPASSIMENTO                                  
CASELETTI )$)$                          '$
Characteristic note of ripe and dried fruit 
such plum and raisins with pleasant note of 
chocolate and spices  

ZINFANDEL                                  
CASELETTI )$)$                          '$
Plum jam wild fruit vanilla and cocoa notes  

BOSCO DEL MERLO                     
VINEARGENTI )$!"                      '& 
Red flowers black plum and dried damascus 
roses dried herbs and cedar

SUPER TUSCAN                    
SOLANA )$!#                               ($
Ruby red color with persistent mineral 
balsamic fruity notes

MONTEFALCO SAGRANTINO                    
MEMORIA )$!%                             '&
Fresh up front offering aromas of berries and 
meadow flowers
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON            
HIGHWAY )$!(                             '&
Soft heart tones on the nose with hints of 
cherry, and vanilla oak finish 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON             
CENTERED )$!*                           ()
Aromas of plum and blackberry framed by 
notes of sage and cassis

DOLCETTO                            
DOGLIANI PECCHENINO )$)$    '& 
Bright red with cherry and strawberry notes 
with lively acidity mineral at the end

NEGRO AMARO                          
SAN MARZANO )$!*                   ($
Deep purple red, spices fruit and cherry jam 
fine tannins

AMARONE                             
CESARI )$!#                                 ($ 
Typical notes of raisined fruit and dominant 
cherry hints of vanilla and spice

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO                          
LA RASINA )$!#                           (& 
Bold and rich with red and black fruit grace 
the nose and palate

TAURASI                                             
RAJAMAGRA )$!%                        *$
Intense flavor of blackberries cherries vanilla 
and notes of cocoa

AMARONE                                       
LE SALETTE )$!#                          *(
Rich and dry characterized by ripe and bold 
flavor shrivel into raisin 

CAB FRANC                                   
LEUTA )$!# (VEGAN)                       !!$ 
Complex flower and black fruit blood orange 
and leafy herbs

CABERNET SAUVIGNON      
SEQUOIA GROVE  )$!(              !)$ 
Rich nose of plum and spice with a hint of 
chocolate, licorice, and blueberry

BAOLO                                                                                         
CAMERANO  )$!&                       !%$
Complex aroma of spices , tru!e , and 
leather with a hint of dry fruit

 


